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Over time in the U.S, bed bugs have become an increasing issue amongst residential and commercial 
properties. Often found in shelters, senior living homes, apartments, single family homes, hotels, 
schools, nursing homes, movie theaters, taxis, and public transit, bed bugs do not discriminate on 
locations of their infestations, which makes anyone subject to these pests. Only the size of an apple 
seed, bed bugs are extremely elusive and mobile and can easily transport from one location to another 
using drywall, clothing, second-hand furniture and luggage. They are known to hide in seams of beds, 
couches, baseboards, outlets and other small locations that are ideal for hiding. 

to completely remove from a home. There are cases in which furniture must be disposed and 
multiple treatments are needed. Multi-unit housing complexes, apartments, and homes are often 
treated repeatedly, if they are not treated correctly. Preventative actions must be taken before and 
after treatments to ensure they do not return. 

Although bed bugs are not a major health threat because they do not transmit disease, their bites can 
cause severe annoyance and discomfort. These discomforts often lead to anxiety, stress, sleep 
deprivation and psychological issues. 

It is essential that you as the tenant are aware and  well-informed on bed bug infestations, best 
practices for eliminating and controlling bed bugs, and how to avoid bringing them home. 

When identifying bed bugs, consider the following:  

Features 

• Bed Bug Eggs- smaller and a clear yellowish color, clustered and covered in a glue like substance, size of
a dot created by a marker point

• Nymphs- bright red color, slightly larger in size
•

reddish brown in color. They typically travel within 5 to 25 feet of their nest at night, moving toward
body heat and carbon dioxide.
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Bed Bug Bites

Usually, the discovery of a bed bug infestation starts with noticing small, itchy 
welts on skin that is typically exposed while sleeping (ex. arms, back, legs, etc.). 
Often mistaken for mosquito or spider bites, bed bug bites are in clusters and 
leave what look like a track or pattern on the infected area. This is caused by 
the bed bug walking and biting simultaneously. 

Signs of Infestation

Bed bug bites, while a serious and noticeable sign of a home being infested with bed bugs, are not the 
only way one can identify an infestation. As the bites continue to occur bed bugs leave behind 
other signs that they have infected an area. 

At night when a bed bug is feeding a person can roll and crush fed bed bugs on their mattress. 
This causes dark reddish, blood stains to appear on bed linens. These signs also can be seen in
other places where residents sit, sleep, or rest. 

As nymphs grow through their life stages they will shed or molt their exoskeleton leaving 
behind a clear yellowish casing. These casings can be found around their nest area. 

The most obvious and crucial sign of a bed bug infestation is the presence of eggs, nymphs, and adults. 

• Headboards • Electrical Outlets • Under Floor Clutter

• Bed frames • Drawers and Drawer Rails •

• Under Box Springs • Behind and underneath furniture • Seams on luggage

• Mattress Seams • Behind electrical covers • Behind wall hangings

• Behind Baseboards • Cracks in furniture • Couch Seams

Inspecting Your Property

To ensure your home is not infested with bed bugs or beginning to grow a colony you should inspect 
your property by looking for the signs of an infestation at least once every couple of months. If you often 
travel to hotels, visit a senior living home, or use public transit, it is recommended to check for bed 
bugs on your luggage and briefcases every couple of weeks to ensure they were not brought 
onto the property. 
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Prevention

Unfortunately, there is no way to completely prevent a bed bug infestation. But, you can take a few 
steps to avoid an infestation or catch one before it becomes a more serious issue.

•

• Use mattress and boxspring covers with no holes or tears.

• Do not bring furniture from the street into your home, even if it looks new.

• Inspect your hotel/motel room for bed bugs every time you travel. Even the most luxury hotel
can have them. Place your luggage on any metal, concrete, or granite surface when traveling or
place it in a sealed plastic garbage bag.

• When you return fr  your travels, wash all travel items that were stored in a luggage bag

with hot water and dry  on high heat.

• If you visit a place where a bed bug infestation is suspected, clothing should be changed as soon
as possible after leaving the site, placed in a plastic bag, and dried on the
highest heat level possible for an hour. Be sure to check your bags, shoes, and clothing before
entering your home then spray your feet, lower legs, and body with 91% isopropyl alcohol as
needed.

Treatment

Working with a Pest Control Company 
Pest control companies do not have the same methods  eliminat  a bed bug infestation.

Some exterminators will use chemicals, some  100% eco-friendly heat, and others use a mixture of

.
Consider what is right for your property by thinking about those it may affect, including elderly,

children, and pets. The most effective method 

is a bed bug heat treatment  is the only option that guarantees to completely
eradicate all stages of bed bugs in one day and does not harm people, pets, or furniture. 

Heat Treatment 
Exterminating bed bugs in residential homes should be done by a licensed bed bug eradication 
professional. Using store bought insecticides will not solve your bed bug problem. Surviving infestations 
will become worse, spreading throughout your home to other rooms and areas.

When furniture and belongings are treated with chemical products you have to dispose of these items. 
The heat used by our team at Bed mes from specialized heaters that are
equipped with safety devices such as sensors and thermostats to heat the target area to an exact 
temperature. 
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Heat Treatment Continued.
This technique can be used for a single room or an entire home. Heat treatment is especially effective as it 
penetrate  carpet, furniture, mattresses, ceilings, and walls. The heat reaches areas where pesticide
cannot be applied. We heat your home to 120-150°F. Treatment time varies on size of structure  content
volume  and degree of infestation. Heat eliminates all stages of the life cycle, so when our treatment is 
done, all the bed bugs are gone!

Preparing Your Property for Treatment 

Depending on the type of treatment, instructions will be given to tenants by the professional. If these 
items are not carried out correctly, there would be a greater possibility of an infestation reoccurring. 
Before you are given formal instructions, there are several things that can be completed ahead of time. 

•
• Wash  dry items that are salvageable at a minimum of 140°F for at least 20 minutes.
• Dispose of completely infested furniture items - this may be included in your extermination

service day of treatment. If removing items from the infested home, take measures to ensure that
such items are properly bagged or enclosed to prevent infestation of other places or areas such as
vehicles, storage units, etc.

•
container into a garbage bag, seal it and throw it away outside in the trash can.

• Make arrangements that allow for tenants to be out of their homes during treatment. This could
take between 4-10 hours.

• All pets  will need to be removed from the property.

Tenant FAQs

What do I do if I think I have bed bugs? 

At the slightest suspicion of a bed bug infestation or contact with bed bugs you should 
immediately call your landlord and/or property manag t is  responsibility to act swiftly 

 bring in 

In one day with a 100% eco-friendly method, all your bed bugs will be removed
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Tenant FAQs Continued.
Who Pays for Bed Bug Extermination and Relocation Costs? 

Determining where the infestation originated from (and who is responsible for the treatment cost) is

proximity of individual units. Tenants may have recently traveled, had a visitor, or purchased 
used tems infested with bed bugs. 

How does a home become infested with bed bugs? 

luggage or furniture, bed bugs give themselves the repu ation of having no discrimination on their
victims. You can get bed bugs from a hotel room, public transit, or your friend’s or family’s house. 
Anyone can get bed bugs, no matter if your house is big, small, clean, or dirty. If you live in an 
apartment building or multi-unit housing complex, bed bugs can infest your home using the walls,
pipes, holes, and cracks in the wall. Having a bed bug infestation is nothing to be ash med of and 
anyone can get them. It is vital that the problem be brought to your  attention
immediately. 

For more information about Bed Bugs or if you 
think you're suffering from an infestation call

216-820-9166


